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We study perfect-set properties in the model L(R)[U] when L(R) is (elemen-
tarily equivalent to) a Solovay model and U is a selective ultrafilter on the integers,
generic over L(R).  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that various forms of the axiom of choice lead to sets
of reals with singular properties. One of the most familiar examples is
Bernstein’s totally imperfect set of reals obtained using a well-ordering of R,
i.e., a set of reals X which is neither disjoint nor includes a nonempty per-
fect set of reals (see [Be]). That some form of AC is needed to get such a
set was proved much later by Solovay [So] who produced a model in
which every definable set of reals X is Lebesgue measurable, has the
property of Baire, and contains a nonempty perfect set whenever uncount-
able. Here, ‘‘definable’’ means that X=[x # R : .(x, r, :)] for some formula
. and parameters r # R and : # Ord. Thus, a natural model where the
pathology of totally imperfect sets of reals might not occur is the model
L(R), the constructible closure of the reals.
Solovay constructed his model using a Le vy collapse of an inaccessible
cardinal } to the first uncountable ordinal |1 , so it is appropriate to call
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L(R) as computed in V Coll(|, <}) a Solovay model over the ground model V.
This turned out to be quite a useful concept especially after W. H. Woodin
proved (see [W, W1]), using a result of Foreman, Magidor, and Shelah
[FMS], that in the presence of certain large cardinals, the L(R) of the
universe is elementarily equivalent to a Solovay model. Thus any study of
Solovay models is likely to lead not only to consistency results but also to
results about definable sets of reals in the presence of some large cardinals.
It is interesting that in this situation we also have that any selective
ultrafilter U on | is an L(R)-generic subset of [|]| when considered as a
forcing notion ordered by *, the inclusion modulo a finite set (see [Fa]).
This leads us to another interesting model L(R)[U], considered as the
corresponding generic extension.
In this paper we show that many of the pleasant properties of the
Solovay model L(R) are preserved by passing to L(R)[U]. By a well-
known classical argument of W. Sierpinski, nonprincipal ultrafilfers on N
can naturally be identified with sets of reals which are neither Lebesgue
measurable nor have the propertly of Baire. So one of the interpretations
of our preservation results is that the strong perfect set properties which
hold in L(R)[U] are not sufficient for concluding that all sets of reals are
Lebesgue measurable and have the property of Baire. However, our main
interest in L(R)[U] comes from our attempts to develop the so called
‘‘parameterized partition calculus’’ (see [DPH, He, LlT, LlT1, Mi, Pa]).
Namely, it is not hard to see that any preservation result of a perfect-set
property while passing from L(R) to L(R)[U] is equivalent to a partition
property of the product [|]|_R. Thus, it is not surprising that one of the
main tools we use here is Mathias’ analysis of the Ramsey property in
Solovay models (see [HMW, Ma1]). Another tool used here is based on
a natural generalization of a closed-set covering property appearing in pre-
vious works of Louveau [Lo], Petruska [Pe], and Solecki [Sol]. It will
give us a unified approach the perfect-set properties of definable sets of
reals (see Section 3).
Instead of working directly with the set of real numbers, we will work
with the Baire Space, ||, the set of sequences of natural numbers with the
product topology obtained giving the discrete topology to the set of natural
numbers. A base for this topology is formed by the sets Ns=[: # || :
(_k # |)(:  k)=s] where s is a finite sequence of natural numbers. The
Baire Space is homeomorphic to the irrational numbers, and therefore its
elements will be called reals. [|]| denotes the collection of all in finite
subsets of |; this is homeomorphic to the Baire Space and thus infinite
subsets of | will also be called reals.
By * we denote the inclusion modulo the ideal Fin of finite sets while
3 * will be used for the strict inclusion modulo Fin., i.e, A3 * B iff A * B
and B"A  Fin.
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For a given set A, let A[n]=[(a1 , ..., an) : ai # A, ai {aj if i{ j
(1i, j, n)].
Given a cardinal }, the partial order Coll(|, <}) (the Le vy order) is the
set of all finite functions p with dom( p)}_|, range( p)} and for each
(:, n) # dom( p), p(:, n)<:. The order relation is defined by extension.
Several properties of the Le vy order which can be found in [Je] will be
used below.
1. SOLOVAY MODELS
We say that M is a Solovay model over V if M=L(R), where R is the
set of reals in a generic extension of V obtained using the Levy order to
collapse an inaccessible cardinal of V to (|1)M.
The next result, in its full generality, was first stated without a proof by
Woodin [W]; various versions of it have appeared in print (see [FMS,
W1]). We are indebted to W. H. Woodin for having suggested to us the
relevance of this result for our study here.
Lemma 1.1. Let VW be models of ZFC. If R is the set of reals in W,
the model L(R) is a Solovay model over V if and only if the following condi-
tions hold:
(1) }=|1 of L(R) is inaccessible in V[x] for every x # R.
(2) For each x # R, V[x] is a generic extension of V by some poset of
size <}.
Proof. If L(R) is a Solovay model then the two conditions in the state-
ment are satisfied. The first condition holds by definition. The second one
follows from the fact that for x|, V[x] is a generic extension of V by
a countably generated complete subalgebra of the Levy algebra, which
always has size <} by the }-chain condition of the algebra.
For the converse, suppose the two conditions hold. Force over W to add
an V-generic filter GColl(|, <}) such that R=RV[G], from which the
result follows. Consider, in W, the poset
P=[ g: (_:<}) gColl(|, <:) is V-generic],
with the order given by gh if and only if g extends h. Notice that P{<,
since, given :<}, there is x # R such that 2 |Coll(|, <:)|<|V[x]1 . Then, in
V[x], there is gColl(|, <:) generic over V.
If H is P-generic over W, then define G=[ p # Coll(|, <}) : (_g # H)
p # g]
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We will show that G satisfies the desired properties. To see that G is
V-generic, let D be a dense subset of Coll(|, <}). For each :<}, let
D  :=[ p # P : p # Coll(|, <:)].
By regularity of }, the set {=[:<} : D  : is dense in Coll(|, <:)] is
unbounded (and closed) in }.
Let DP be the set of all g # P such that g # Coll(|, <:) for some : # 1
and such that for some x # R, in the model V[x], g is generic over V. It
can be easily verified that D is dense in P. Since D has been defined in W,
there is g # D & H and therefore there is a p # g & D  : for some : # 1, so
p # D & G.
Finally, we show that R=RV[G]. If x # R, we will find h # H such that
x # V[h], obtaining thus that x # V[G]. This is done by a density argu-
ment: given g # P, we shall find an extension g$ of g such that x # V[ g$].
To obtain such an extension, let :<} be such that g is a V-generic filter
of Coll(|, <:). Let y be a real which codes both g and x. By condition (2),
there is ;>:, and a V-generic subset f of Coll(|, ;) such that y # V[ f ].
By [Je, Ex. 25.10], there is a V[ g]-generic subset g* of Coll(|, [:, ;])
such that V[ f ]=V[ g][ g*]. Let g$ be the filter on Coll(|, ;) generated
by g and g$. Then g$ extends g and x # V[ g$] as required.
If x # V[G], then by the }-chain condition of Coll(|, <}), x # V[G &
Coll(|, <:)] for some :<}. As before, we can find a condition g # P
extending G & Coll(|, <:). Since g # V[z] for some z # R, therefore
x # V[z]W. K
Proposition 1.2. If L(R) and L(R*) are both Solovay models over the
same ground model V and RR*, then L(R) is elementarily embeddable
into L(R*).
Proof. Let V[G] and V[G$] be the Levy collapses corresponding to
L(R) and L(R*), respectively. If a set A in L(R) is defined by the formula
.( } , x, :) where x # R and : is an ordinal, define j(A) as the set defined in
V[G$] by the same formula. To see that j : L(R)  L(R*) is an elementary
embedding, it is enough to show that for every formula .(v1 , v2), if x in R
and : is an ordinal, L(R) < .(x, :) if and only if L(R*) < .(x, :). To this
end, notice first that L(R) and L(R*) are both Solovay models over V[x].
So if (x, :) holds in L(R), the model V[G] satisfies this fact, and there-
fore there is a condition in V[x] which forces that (x, :) holds in the
constructible closure of the reals. By homogeneity of the Levy order, the
empty condition forces the same statement, which in turn implies that in
V[G$] it is true that  holds in the constructible closure of the reals, and
so (x, :) also holds in L(R*). K
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2. ADDING A MATHIAS REAL TO A SOLOVAY MODEL
Next, we consider adding a Mathias real to a Solovay model. Let V be
our ground model, let } be an inaccessible in V, and consider the Le vy
collapse V[G] of } to |1 . If R is the set of reals of V[G], then L(R), the
constructible closure of the reals, is a Solovay model over V.
Force now over L(R) to add a Mathias real, i.e. let P be the Mathias
forcing notion in L(R), with conditions of the form (s, S) where
s # [|]<|, S # [|]|, and sup(s)<min(S). The partial order is defined as
follows: (s, S)(t, T ) if and only if ts, ST and s&tT. We shall
frequently identify a Mathias condition (s, S) with the corresponding set
[s, S]=[B # [|]| : sBs _ S], a basic-open set in Ellentuck’s topology
(see [El]).
Let H be P-generic over L(R), and let g be the real defined by H as
g= [s # [|]<| : _S(s, S) # H].
Our purpose now is to show that if R* is the set of reals in
L(R)[H], L(R*) is a Solovay model. (In other words, R* is the set of reals
in a generic extension of L by the Levy Collapse of } to |1 .)
We will use the following two results due to Mathias, the first one is
from [Ma1], the second appeared in [HMW].
Lemma 2.1. If { is a term for a real number (a subset of |) in the
Mathias forcing order, there is S # [|]| and a function f : [S]<|  [|]<|
describing {, in the sense that f ( p)max( p) and ( p, S) forces that f ( p) is
the corresponding initial segment of {.
Local Uniformization Lemma 2.2. Suppose L(R) is a Solovay model.
Let R[|]|_R be a relation in L(R) such that \x _yR(x, y). Then, for
every Ellentuck basic-open set [s, A] there is a B # [s, A] and a continuous
junction f : [s, B]  R such that \x # [s, B] R(x, f (x)).
Proof. For completeness we sketch the argument from [Ma2]. We will
produce B as above and f # L(R) uniformizing the relation R. Once we
have such an f, we can shrink further to B0 # [s, B] using the Ramsey
property or, equivalently, the Baire property for the exponential topology
(see [El]) to obtain continuity on f on [s, B0].
Let (s, A) be a given condition on the Mathias partial ordering, and let
p be the real parameter in the definition of R. Let :0<} be such that
p, [s, A] # L[G:0] (where G:0=G & Coll(|, :0)). Going to the inter-
mediate model L[G:0], we may assume that all these parameters are
actually in V. Let M be the Mathias poset in V. Since M can be viewed as
a subalgebra of Coll(|, <}), there is a V-generic g for M in VColl(|, <}).
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Let y be such that R(g, y) holds (in VColl(|, <})). Let : be large enough
such that y # V[G & :] (and also g # V[G & :]).
Let D4 be an M-name for the quotient algebra Coll(|, :)g (in V[ g]).
Therefore there is an M-name { for a D4 -name for y.
Let B be any V-generic real of M such that B # [s, A]. Define f :
[s, B]  R by f (x)=intGx ({), where Gx is a generic subset of intx (D4 ) (in
V[G & :]). Note that x is also M-generic over V. Such Gx exists since the
collection of all names for subsets of intx (D4 ) can be enumerated in
V[G & :], and moreover Gx can be chosen uniformly in x. Therefore, using
the real which codes the enumeration of names as a parameter, we have
defined a function as required. To see this, note that R(x, f (x)) holds for
all x # [s, B] because if x # [s, B], then [s, B] forces R(g* , {) and thus, by
the Forcing Theorem, V[G & ;, x] < R(x, f (x)). K
We now proceed to show, in two steps, that L(R)[ g] is a Solovay
model.
Lemma 2.3. Let L(R) be a Solovay model. Let M the Mathias ordering
in L(R) and L(R)[ g] the corresponding forcing extension. Then, for every
formula . with parameters from L(R) and quantification only over reals, if
L(R) satisfies . then so does L(R)[ g].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the complexity of the formula ..
Suppose L(R)[ g] < ., where .=_x\y(x, y).
Let { be a name for a real x such that L(R)[ g] < \y(x, y), and let
f : [s, A]  R be a continuous function associated to {. Then [s, A] forces
\y( f (g* ), y).
Suppose . is false in L(R), then \x _y c (x, y) holds in L(R). Put
R=[(x, y) : c( f (x), y)]. By the local uniformization lemma, there is
B # [s, A] and a continuous function h: [s, B]  R such that \x # [s, B]
R(x, h(x)). In other words, \x # [s, B] c ( f (x), h(x)).
By the inductive hypothesis, this formula holds in L(R)[ g]. In particular,
the formula c( f ( g* ), h( g* )) holds in V[G]. Therefore, there is a condition
in the generic real forcing c( f (G4 ), g(G4 )), a contradiction. K
Proposition 2.4. If L(R) is a Solovay model over some ground model V,
and if g is a Mathias real over L(R), then L(R)[ g] is also a Solovay model
over V.
Proof. In view of the Lemma 1.1 and the fact that Mathias forcing does
not collapse |1 , it is enough to show that every real in L(R)[g] is generic
over V by a partial order of size <}=|L(R)1 .
Note that this statement can be expressed by the formula which says that
for every two reals a and x, there is a real y which codes
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(a) an :<|1 ,
(b) a Coll(|, :)-name { # L[a],
(c) a L[a]-generic subset Gy of Coll(|, :) such that intGy ({)=x.
Since this is a formula with quantification over the reals which has only
reals as parameters, by Lemma 2.3 it is absolute between L(R) and
L(R)[g]. Since L(R) is a Solovay model, it satisfies this formula, and
therefore the Mathias extension satisfies it as well, and, in consequence, it
is a Solovay model. K
Corollary 2.5. If L(R) is a Solovay model over some ground model V
and if g is a Mathias real over L(R), then L(R) is elementarily embeddable
into L(R)[ g].
Remark 2.6. Corollary 2.5 is also true for Cohen and random reals
with similar (and in fact simpler) proofs. These facts seem to be parts of the
folklore of the subject but we don’t know of any general result that will
encompass all these particular cases. It could be that the result can be
extended to all proper definable posets, but we have not examined this. For
exemple, in the presence of certain large cardinals in the universe (e.g.,
weakly compact Woodin cardinals) there is a general result of this sort:
The L(R) of the universe is elementarily embeddable in L(R) of any generic
extension of the universe by a proper poset of size smaller than the large
cardinal in question. This is just one of the interpretations of the basic
forcing-absoluteness of Th(L(R)) mentioned above in the introduction (the
reader is refered to [W, W1, FMS, FMW, NZ] for more information).
3. COVERING BY FAMILIES OF CLOSED SETS
In this section we present a principle about covering by closed sets in order
to give a unified treatment to several well-known perfect set properties.
Let E be a given Polish space, and XE.
The Closed-Sets Covering Property for X (in the space E), CCP(X), is
the statement:
For every collection F of closed subsets of E there is a countable sub-
collection F0F such that X F0 or there is a subset GX which is
a G$ set in E and which cannot be covered by countably many members
of F.
We denote by CCP the principle which says that every subset X of a
Polish space E, has the closed-sets covering property.
Several versions of this property have been considered by Louveau
[Lo], Petruska [Pe], and Solecki [Sol]. For example, Solecki [Sol]
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proved that every analytic set has this property. We will show in the next
section that in Solovay’s model CCP(X) is true for every subset X of a
Polish space, improving thus a bit the combined results of Louveau and
Solecki (see [Sol, p. 1030]). The following are some typical applications of
CCP:
1. The Property of Baire
CCP implies that every subset X of a Polish space has the property of
Baire. Let U be the family of all basic open sets I with the property that
I"X is meager. If X" U is meager, then X has the Baire Property. Sup-
pose thus that X" U is not meager, then applying CCP to it together
with the family of all nowhere dense closed sets, we obtain a G$ set
G" U which is not meager. Therefore there is a basic open set I in
which G & I is dense (otherwise G would be nowhere dense). This implies
that I belongs to the family U, because G is a dense G$ in I, so I"G is a
countable union of closed nowhere dense sets.
2. The Perfect Set Property
Given a Polish space E, if XE, CCP implies PSP. To see this, apply
CCP(X) to X and the collection of singleton subsets of E.
3. The Open Coloring Axiom
For a set X of reals (or, more generally but equivalently, a subset X of
a separable metric space), let OCA(X) be the following statement: Given
an open subset K of R[2] (or, of (X*)[2] where X* is the metric completion
of X), either there is a perfect PX such that P[2]K, or there is a
sequence [Xi : i # |] such that X=i # | Xi and X [2]i & K=<.
If the first option occurs we say that X contains a K-perfect subset, if the
second occurs, then X is said to be K-countable. When K=R[2], this just
reduces to: X is countable or it contains a perfect set. Therefore, OCA
implies PSP. The Open Coloring Axiom, OCA, states that OCA(X) holds
for every set X of real numbers, or equivalently, for every separable metric
space X (see [TF] for more information). The property OCA holds in
Solovay’s model; a proof is contained in [F], but this will also follow from
the result of the next section.
We now show that OCA follows from CCP. Let KR2 be a symmetric
and reflexive closed relation and XR. We want to show that there is a
countable covering X=n # | Xn such that for each n # |, (Xn)2K or
there is a perfect set PX such that P2 & K2.
Let F be the family of all the closed subsets F of R such that F2K.
Consider the alternatives of CCP applied to this family and the set X. If the
first alternative does not hold, there is a G$ set GX which cannot be
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covered by a countable collection of elements of F. Applying OCA(G), we
get a perfect set PG such that P2 & K2.
4. Transitive Colorings in Dimension n
Straightforward generalizations of OCA to higher dimensions are false
(see [TF]), but certain n-dimensional versions are nevertheless possible. In
order to state them, let us introduce some definitions.
Let n2 be a fixed integer and let KEn be a relation. A vertical sec-
tion of K is a set of the form K(x1, ..., xn&1)=[x # E : (x1 , ..., xn&1 , x) # K].
We say that K is reflexive if it contains all n-tuples (x1 , ..., xn) such that
xi=xj for some i{ j. We say that K is transitive if VnK for every vertical
section V of K. Finally, K is said to be symmetric if (x1 , ..., xn) # K implies
that (x_(1) , ..., x_(n)) # K for every permutation _ of [x1 , ..., xn].
The Transitive Coloring Axiom in dimension n, TCAn, is the following
statement:
Given a subset K of E n which is reflexive, symmetric and transitive and
all vertical sections of K are F_ , then for every XE, either there is a
countable collection [Xi : i # |] such that X=i # | Xi and (Xi)nK for
every i # |, or there is a perfect set PX such that P[n] & K=<.
CCP implies TCAn. To see this, apply CCP to X and the family F of
all closed sets which are included in some vertical section of K. If there is
a countable subcollection F0 F such that X F0 , the transitivity of K,
gives us the first alternative of TCAn. Otherwise, there is a G$ set GX
which cannot be covered by countably many elements of F. Going to a
subset of G, we may assume that for no open set O, can O & G be covered
by countably many elements of F. By the KuratowskiUlam Theorem (see
[Ox, p. 56]) and the fact that under CCP every set has the property of
Baire (see *1 above), K & Gn is meager in Gn. In fact, K & Gn has the
property of Baire and each of its sections is meager in G. This is so because
since for each section of K there is a sequence [Fn : n # |] of closed sets
which covers it, and each of the Fn ’s is meager in G. Now, applying the
result of Mycielski [My], we find the desired perfect set P such that
P[n] & K=<.
5. Covering Planar Sets with Lines
Let LCP stand for the property: For every AR2, either A can be
covered by countably many lines, or there is a perfect set PR2 such that
no three points in P are colinear. This property has been first considered
in [EKM], where it is shown that it is true for analytic subsets of R2.
To see that CCP implies LCP, apply CCP to the family of all the lines
in the plane. In this way the problem is reduced to the case of G$ sets, for
which the property is true (see [EKM]). One can also obtain LCP directly
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from TCA3. To see this notice that the relation of colinearity is a closed
transitive subset of (R2)3.
6. Hurewicz’ Separation Property
This is a property about separating sets by F_ -sets. It is stated as follows:
For every two disjoint subsets X and Y of E, either there is an F_ -set F
separating X and Y (XF and Y & F=<), or else there is a perfect set P
such that P(X _ Y) and P & Y is countable and dense in P.
To see that Hurewicz’s property is also a consequence of CCP, let F be
the family of all closed sets F disjoint from Y. The first alternative of CCP
for X and F gives us the first alternative of Hurewicz’ property. If the first
alternative does not hold, there is a G$ -set GX which cannot be
separated from Y by an F_ -set. The construction of a perfect set P such
that PG _ Y and P & Y countable and dense in P, giving the second
alternative, follows [KLW, Theorem 4].
7. Eventual Dominance in NN
Let <* denote the ordering of eventual dominance in NN. Applying
CCP to a subset A of NN and the family of all bounded closed (therefore
compact) subsets of NN, we see that every such A is either <*-bounded or
it contains a G$-subset G which is not <*-bounded. Applying a result of
Kechris [Ke] we conclude that G, and therefore A, contains the family of
all infinite branches of some superperfect subtree of |<|, i.e., a subtree T
of || such that for every s # T there is t # T extending t such that t7n # T
for infinitely many n’s. Note also that if T is a superperfect tree whose
branches are monotonic sequences converging to infinity then for every
y # NN there exist two branches x0 and x1 of T such that y(n)
max[x0(n), x1(n)] for all but finitely many n’s. From this we conclude
(under CCP) that if A is a subset of NN which is unbounded and up-directed
under <* and moreover consists of monotonic functions converging to
infinity, then A is in fact cofinal in (NN, <*).
8. The Structure of P-Ideals on N
An ideal on N is said to be a P-ideal if it is _-directed under almost
inclusion. It turns out that CCP implies that for every non atomic P-ideal
I on N there is a monotonic map from I onto a cofinal subset of NN
(ordered by everywhere dominance). To see this, one first notes that the
map a  a =[2i (2 j+1) : j<|a & [1, ..., i] |] transfers monotonically the
ideal I to an ideal I which cannot be separated from its orthogonal, so
we may assume that I itself cannot be separated from its orthogonal I=
(see [To2]). Since I is a P-ideal, it is not countably generated in I==, so,
applying CCP to I and the family P(x) (x # I==) we get a G$ -set GI
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which is not countably generated in I==. Applying Theorem 1 of [To2]
to G and I=, we conclude that there is a countable subset of I= which
cannot be separated from I. From this, as in the proof of Theorem 5 of
[To2], we get a monotonic map 8: I  NN whose range is unbounded in
the ordering of eventual dominance. It also turns out that the range of 8
consists of monotonic members of NN converging to the infinity, so we
conclude (see *7) that the range of 8 is in fact dominating in NN with
respect to the ordering of eventual dominance. A slight shift of 8 (see
[To2]) will have its range dominating even in the ordering of everywhere
dominance.
Using CCP one can also get the other properties of analytic P-ideals
transferred for arbitrary (definable) ideals on |. For example, one can
show using CCP, that for every P-ideal I on | there is a monotonic map
from the Banach lattice l1 onto a cofinal subset of I. Moreover, one can
show (again using CCP) that the orthogonal of every definable P-ideal is
countably generated which is another fact first discovered in the realm of
analytic ideals (see [To3, To4, To5]).
4. CCP IN L(R)
We will prove that the closed-sets covering property CCP holds in any
Solovay model.
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a given Polish space in a Solovay model L(R).
Then, in L(R), CCP(X) holds for every XE.
Proof. First of all, notice that we can restrict ourselves to the case
E=2|. This is so since CCP is preserved by taking images by continuous
functions and by going to G$ subspaces.
Let X2|, and F a collection of closed sets, be elements of the model
L(R) as computed in a Levy collapse obtained by forcing over V with
Coll(|, <}), where } is an inaccessible cardinal in V. Assume X and F
satisfy the hypothesis of CCP. Assume further that no countable subcollec-
tion of F in L(R) covers X.
The formulas which describe X and F contain some ordinals and reals
as parameters, but going to an intermediate model we can assume these
parameters are in the ground model.
Let .( } , r, # ) be a formula which describes F.
Let T be the family of all finite subtrees t of 2| which are downwards
closed and which have the property that every node of t has an extension
in the maximal level l(t) of t. We order T by letting st if and only if
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s=t  l(s). Notice that the infinite branches of T correspond naturally to
closed subsets of the Cantor set 2| and conversely.
For every downwards closed subtree S of T, the formula ‘‘some infinite
branch of S determines a closed set which belongs to F4 ’’ has Boolean
value 0 or 1. This is so since the parameters r and # in the formula defining
F belong to the ground model. If the value is 1, then we pick a term {S
such that
&{S # [S8 ] 6 .({S , r , # )&Coll(|, <})=1
Since } is inaccessible there is an ordinal :0<} such that for each subtree
S of T, the term {S , if it exists, depends only on conditions of Coll(|, :0).
By our assumption and again the inaccessibility of }, there is an ordinal
:1>:0 and a term _ of Coll(|, :1) for a member of X4 such that every
condition of Coll(|, :1) forces ‘‘_  {S ’’ for every subtree S of T for which
{S exists.
Consider now, in VColl(|, <}), the set
A4 =[intg(_): g is a V-generic subset of Coll(|, :1)]
Claim: A is an analytic subset of X which cannot be covered by countably
many members of F.
In fact, the set of V-generic subsets of Coll(|, :1) can be seen as a G$
subset of the product space >!:1
|!.This is so since for each !:1 ,|! is
homeomorphic to the irrationals, and therefore, in V[G], the countable
product >!:1
|! is also homeomorphic to the irrationals. Each
Coll(|, :1)-generic over V is an element of the product, and the set of all
such generic objects is a G$ subset. A can be viewed as a continuous image
of this set.
Suppose, in order to reach a contradiction, that A can be covered by a
countable collection of members of F. Working in the ground model, fix
a sequence F4 0 , F4 1 , ... of Coll(|, <})-names for members of F such that
&\x # A4 _n # | (x # F4 n)&Coll(|, <})=1.
Pick an ordinal ;1<} such that the names F4 0 , F4 1 , ... depend only on condi-
tions in Coll(|, ;1). Working:in VColl(|, <}), and letting h4 denote the
restriction of the generic filter of Coll(|<}) to its subset Coll(|, ;1), we
can find a V[h4 ]-generic subset g* of Coll(|, :1). Letting x* =intg* (_), we
obtain an element of A4 which therefore belongs to F4 n for some n.
By the Forcing Theorem and by the Product Lemma applied to
Coll(|, :1)_Coll(|, ;1), we can find, in the ground model, a condi-
tion ( p0 , q0) of the product and an integer n such that ( p0 , q0) | |& _ # F4 n .
Let S be the set of all t # T such that there is an extension q of q0 forcing
the formula ‘‘t8 =F4 n  (t8 )’’. Then, S is a closed subtree of T for which the
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Boolean value &_F # [S8 ] 6 .(F, r , # )&Coll(|, <}) must be equal to 1 because
of the witness F4 n . It follows that the Coll(|, :0)-name {S exists and
&{S # [S8 ] 6 .({S , r , # )&Coll(|, :1)=1.
On the other hand, p0 forces that every infinite branch of S contains the
real _, a contradiction. To see that p0 in fact forces this, let g be
Coll(|, :0)-generic over V such that p0 # g. In V[ g], let B be a branch
of S. In V[G] there is an h, Coll(|, ;1)-generic over V[ g] containing
q0 . In V[ g][h] the value of _ is in the value of F4 n , and this value equals
the value of B4 . K
Since CCP implies LCP (see 3.5), this answers a question of [EMK].
5. THE OPEN COLORING AXIOM IN L(R)[U]
In this section we prove the following result:
Theorem 5.1. Let L(R) be a Solovay model and let U be a selective
ultrafilter on |, generic over L(R). Then L(R)[U] satisfies OCA.
Proof. We force over L(R) with the usual partial order to add an
ultrafilter U on |, in other words, conditions are infinite subsets of | and
the ordering is *, the inclusion modulo a finite set.
In the extension L(R)[U], consider the poset PU , with conditions (s, S)
where s # [|]<|, S # U, and the order relation defined by (s, S)<(t, T ) if
and only if t extends s, S # T and t"sT.
Since U is a selective ultrafilter, forcing over L(R)[U] with the ordering
PU adds a generic real g with the property that g is almost contained in
every element of U, and in fact, every h # [|]| is PU -generic (over L(R))
if and only if it is almost contained in every element of U (see [Ma1]).
It is well-known that the extension L(R)[U][ g] is equal to L(R)[ g]
since U can be reconstructed from g, as U=[A # [|]| & L(R) : g *A].
It is also well-known that the iteration ([|]|, *) V PU is equivalent to
the Mathias ordering P described above in Section 2. Hence the real g is
a Mathias real over L(R).
Denote by R* the set of reals in the extension L(R)[ g], and consider
L(R*)=L(R)[ g].
As we know, by the Corollary 2.5 above, there is an elementary embed-
ding j : L(R)  L(R*) which fixes the reals of L(R) and the ordinals. We
will use this to show that OCA holds in the model L(R)[U].
Take X and K in L(R)[U] as in the statement of OCA(X). Let X4 be a
name for X, and let X*= j(X4 ), a name for a subset of R in L(R*) with the
same definition. Notice that K is in L(R), since this model and L(R)[U]
have the same reals and therefore the same open sets. Notice also that since
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K is in L(R) and it is coded by a real, J(K) is an open set coded by the
same real.
Assume, without loss of generality, that every condition forces that X4 is
not K-countable. Let Y=[ y # R* : g ||& y # X4 *]. This is a set in L(R*).
Since L(R*) is a Solovay model, we can apply OCA (in L(R*)) to Y and
j(K), to conclude that either Y is j(K)-countable in L(R*), or there must
be a perfect set PY such that P[2]K.
In the second case, by definition of Y, g ||& PX4 *. Therefore, L(R*)
satisfies
_a # [|]| _PR (P is a j(K)-perfect set and a ||& PX4 *).
By the elementarity, in L(R),
_a # [|]| _PR (P is a K-perfect set and a ||& PX4 ).
So, X is K-perfect in L(R)[U].
We now show that Y is not j(K)-countable in L(R*).
If x # X, then there is A # U such that in L(R), A forces x # X4 . Using the
embedding we get that in L(R*) A forces x # X4 *. But then, since g is
almost contained in A, it forces x # X4 * as well. Therefore, since the inter-
pretation of X4 with respect to U is contained in Y, it is enough to show
that this interpretation is not K-countable. This follows from the next
lemma. K
Lemma 5.2. Let M be a given ground model and let U be a selective
ultrafilter on | in M. Let K be, in M, a subset of R[2] and let PU be the
Mathias forcing notion with respect to the ultrafilter U (described above at
the beginning of this section). If a set of reals X in M is K-countable in the
generic extension, then X is K-countable in M.
Proof. Let K8 and X8 be the canonical names for K and X, respectively,
and suppose there is (s0 , A0), a condition in Mathias forcing such that
(s0 , A0) forces X8 is K8 -countable. Let (X4 n) be a sequence of names such that
(s0 , A0) forces X8 = X4 n and X4 [2]n & K8 =< for all n # |.
For an integer n and a finite set s of integers, let X(n, s)=
[x # X] : _A # U(s, A) ||& x # X4 n . Notice that
X=. [X(n, s) : n # |, s # [|]<|].
We claim that X (n, s)
[2] & K=< for all n and s. To see this, consider
x, y # X(n, s) such that x{ y. Let Ax , Ay be such that (s, Ax) ||& x # X4 n and
(s, Ay) ||& # X4 n . Then, we have (s, Ax & Ay) ||& (x, y) # X4 n[2], and so,
(s, Ax & Ay & A0) ||& (x, y)  K. K
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Corollary 5.3. If L(R) is a Solovay model and if U is a selective
ultrafilter, generic over L(R), then the model L(R)[U] satisfies PSP.
Remark 5.4. The fact that L(R)[U] satisfies the weaker Bernstein par-
tition property (BPP), saying that every set of reals either includes or is
disjoint from a nonempty perfect set of reals, was first established in [DP]
using a parametrized partition relation. That BPP is weaker than PSP
follows from the fact that PSP implies that |1, is inaccessible in L (see
[So]) and the fact that the statement ‘‘all sets of reals have the property
of Baire,’’ which clearly implies BPP (see [MS]), is consistent just relative
to the consistency of ZF as established by Shelah [Sh].
Theorem 5.5. Suppose L(R) is a Solovay model and U a selective
ultrafilter on |, generic over L(R). Then the orthogonal of every P-ideal I
on | belonging to L(R)[U] is countably generated.
Proof. Working in L(R)[U], let X=[(a, b) # I_I= : a & b=<],
where I= denotes the orthogonal of I i.e., the collection of all subsets of
| which have finite intersection with every member of I. Let
K=[((a, b), (a$, b$)) # X2 : (a _ a$) & (b _ b$)=<]. Clearly K is a closed
symmetric subset of X2. By OCA we can consider the following two
possibilities.
Case 1. X=n # | Xn and (Xn)2K for all n # |. For n # | let
cn= [b : _a # I(a, b) # Xn]
Let N be the set of all n # | such that cn belongs to I=. For each
n # |"N pick an # I such that an & cn is infinite. Since I is a P-ideal, let
a| # I be such that an * a| for all n # |"N. It follows that every pair
(a, b) # X with the property that a| * a must belong to some Xn with
n # N. This, in particular, means that every b # I= is included in some cn
for n # N. Hence, in Case 1 we have that I= is countably generated.
Case 2. There is a perfect set PX such that P[2] & K=<.
Let P1=[a : _b(a, b) # P] and P2=[b : _a(a, b) # P].
Consider the pair of sets A=P2 and B=I. We know that A is analytic
(in fact, compact), that A is orthogonal to B and that (since I is a P-ideal)
every countable subset of B can be separated from A. Applying the
Analytic-Gap Theorem ([To2; Theorem 1]) we conclude that A=P2 is
countably generated in I=. So, in particular, there is a member c of I=
which includes uncountably many elements of P2 . However, the fact that
P[2] & K=< has the consequence that no uncountable subset of P2 can be
separated from P1 . This shows that Case 2 is impossible, finishing the
proof of Theorem 5.5. K
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Corollary 5.6. Suppose that I and J are two orthogonal families of
subsets of | which are _-directed under almost inclusion. If one of them
belongs to L(R)[U], then they can be separated.
Remark 5.7. It would be of interest to know more about the structure
of P-ideals on | belonging to the model L(R)[U]. For example, it would
be of special interest to know more about nonmeager ideals from L(R)[U]
and their relationship to NN (see the statement 8 of Section 3). For
instance, from Theorem 5.5 and the argument from statement 8 of section
3, we know that any nonatomic P-ideal I maps monotonically onto an
unbounded subset A of NN. If the unbounded set A is not dominating, then
I maps monotonicaly onto a cofinal subset of a nonmeager P-ideal whose
structure remains to be determined.
Theorem 5.8. Let L(R) be a Solovay model and let U be a selective
ultrafilter on |, generic over L(R). Then, for all n>1, L(R)[U] satisfies
TCAn.
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines that the proof of OCA in
L(R)[U]. K
Since TCA3 implies LCP, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.9. A planar set from L(R)[U] is either coverable by
countably many lines or it contains a perfect subset with no three colinear
points.
6. MORE ON THE EFFECT OF NONPRINCIPAL ULTRAFILTERS
Clearly, CCP is incompatible with the existence of a nonprincipal
ultrafilter on |, since it implies that every set of reals has the property of
Baire and it is well known that nonprincipal ultrafilters on | do not have
this property.
We will show next that an ultrafilter on | provides a counterexample to
the Hurewicz property. It follows, in particular, that this property is not
preserved by passing from L(R) to L(R)[U].
Lemma 6.1. If there is an ultrafilter on | then there exist two disjoint
sets of reals A and Q such that Q is countable, A cannot be separated from
Q by an F_ superset, but for any perfect set PA _ Q the intersection P & Q
is a G$ -set.
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Proof. Let U be a non-principal ultrafilter on |, we apply Hurewicz
property to the sets A and Q in the space P(|) defined as follows: A=U
and Q=[|] <|.
Suppose there is an F_ -set F=n # | Fn containing A and disjoint from
Q. Define a sequence [nk # | : k # |] as follows. Set n0 arbitrarily, and sup-
posing nk has been defined, let nk+1 be the least m>nk such that for all
snk , if there is X # i<k Fi such that X & nk=s, then X _ [nk , m){<.
Such m exists since each Fk is compact and contains no finite sets.
Consider the sets k # | [n2k , n2k+1) and k # | [n2k+1 , n2k+2). Exactly
one of them is in U, and without lost of generality we can assume that
Y=k # | [n2k , n2k+1) # U. Let j be such that Y # F j , then by the construc-
tion of the sequence [nk : k # |], Y & [nk , nk+1){< for every k> j, a
contradiction.
Suppose now that there is a perfect set PA _ Q, and consider the filter
F generated by P & A. The filter F is analytic, and therefore there is an
increasing sequence (n0 , n1 , ...) such that for every X # F, there is l # |
such that X & [nk , nk+1){< for all kl (see [Ma]).
For each l # |, put
Hl=[X # F : \kl(X & [nk , nk+1){<)].
Note that each H l is a closed subset of the Cantor set which avoids Q,
and these sets cover F and therefore P & A. It follows that P & Q is a
G$ -set in P (so, P & Q cannot be dense in P). K
It is clear that the argument above establishes the following stronger
result which shows that in some respect Hurewicz separation property and
Ramsey property have the same behavior.
Theorem 6.2. The Hurewicz separation property for every pair of dis-
joint sets of reals implies that every nonprincipal filter on | has the property
of Baire.
Proof. To complete the proof the reader needs only to be reminded of
the result of Jalali-Naini[JN] and Talagrand[Ta] which says that a non-
principal filter F on | has the property of Baire if and only if there is a
strictly increasing sequence n0 , n1 , ... such that every X in F intersects all
but finitely many intervals of the form [nk , nk+1). K
An unbounded family F of monotonic functions in || which is directed,
unbounded, but not bounding can be constructed from a non principal
ultrafilter U on |. It follows that statement 7 of Section 3 does not hold
in L(R)[U].
Let F=[ f # | | : f is monotonically increasing and f U id]. It is easy
to see that F is directed. It is not bounding since the identity function is
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not bounded by any element of F. Let us see that it is an unbounded
family.
Given g # | |, we will find f # F such that g does not bound f, in other
words, f (n) g(n) for infinitely many n’s. We can assume that g is a strictly
increasing function. Define the sequence (n0 , n1 , ...) as follows. Let n0
be 0. If nk has been defined, put nk+1= g(nk). As in the previous proof, we
can assume without loss of generality that k [n2k , n2k+1) is in U, and
define the function f by
f (n)={nn2k+2
if n # [n2k , n2k+1) for some k,
if n # [n2k+1 , n2k+2).
Clearly, f is monotonically increasing, [n # | : f (n)=n] # U, and f (n)>
g(n) infinitely often.
It is clear that this argument gives the following more precise result, an
analogue of Theorem 6.2 for the statement 7 of Section 3.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that every directed unbounded set consisting of
monotonic junctions from || must in fact be dominating. Then every non-
principal filter on | has the property of Baire.
Remark 6.4. For more about directed sets of monotonic functions from
||, the reader is refered to the excellent article [Bl].
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